In this study, scientific visualization by the CAVE virtual reality (VR) system is applied to the analysis of magnetic reconnection simulation data for the first time. The magnetic field streamline, the isosurface of density profile, the contour of temperature profile, the arrow of flow velocity, and other variables are displayed in VR space. The trajectories of particles under the electromagnetic field obtained by simulation are also traced simultaneously. We can clearly see the relationship between complex three-dimensional structures of magnetic fields, distribution of particle temperature, particle trajectories, and other variables in VR space. Magnetic reconnection is widely considered to play an important role in energetically active phenomena in high temperature plasmas. In spite of intensive research, many basic questions about the details of mechanisms of reconnection still remain poorly understood. Ions become unmagnetized and execute a complex thermal motion called meandering in the ion dissipation region. The complex meandering motion leads to the growth of off-diagonal components of the pressure tensor term, which is one of main causes to break ion frozen-in condition in the vicinity of magnetic neutral sheet [1] [2] [3] . It is important to clarify the relationship between the role of meandering particles and physical quantities such as temperature and magnetic field structure in order to understand the magnetic reconnection phenomenon.
Magnetic reconnection is widely considered to play an important role in energetically active phenomena in high temperature plasmas. In spite of intensive research, many basic questions about the details of mechanisms of reconnection still remain poorly understood. Ions become unmagnetized and execute a complex thermal motion called meandering in the ion dissipation region. The complex meandering motion leads to the growth of off-diagonal components of the pressure tensor term, which is one of main causes to break ion frozen-in condition in the vicinity of magnetic neutral sheet [1] [2] [3] . It is important to clarify the relationship between the role of meandering particles and physical quantities such as temperature and magnetic field structure in order to understand the magnetic reconnection phenomenon.
In the conventional visualization analysis, we use so called "visualization software" on graphic workstations. Because the complex particle orbits of meandering motion and three-dimensional (3-D) structure of vector fields are shown on a two-dimensional plane through the workstation monitor, it is difficult to grasp the spatial structure of the orbits and 3-D vector fields. In order to understand the role of the complex orbits of meandering particles, it is indispensable to analyze them in 3-D space by scientific visualization technology. We believe that one of the answers is virtual reality (VR).
For visualizing reconnection simulation data, a deep immersion into the VR world is needed. One of the most successful immersive VR systems is CAVE (Cave Automatic Virtual Environment) [4] . The CAVE system can produce three important views: stereo view, immersive view, and interactive view. For scientific VR visualization author's e-mail: ohtani@dss.nifs.ac.jp using the CAVE system, general purpose VR visualization software "VFIVE" has been developed [5] [6] [7] [8] . This software can show vector fields as lines or arrows, and scalar fields as isosurface, contour, and volume rendering. It can also trace particle motion following the flow field of simulation data; however, it cannot deal with particle motion in the electromagnetic field of simulation data. In this study, we improve VFIVE to trace the trajectories of plasma particles in the electromagnetic field obtained in the particle simulation to analyze the reconnection phenomenon in the VR world.
The equation of motion for a single particle is given by the Newton-Lorentz equation. Using the leap-frog method, we integrate six differential equations with respect to time. The electromagnetic field on the grid points is obtained from simulation data, and the force acting on the particles is calculated by the third-order interpolation of the fields at the nearest grid points. The initial velocity is given by the Box-Muller method [9] with the same average velocity as the flow velocity, which is given by simulation data. Simulation data of a collisionless driven reconnection is obtained by the 3-D PArticle Simulation code for Magnetic reconnection in an Open system (PASMO) [10] [11] [12] . The initial condition is given by a one-dimensional Harris-type equilibrium, in which the magnetic field is parallel to the x-axis and a function of the y-coordinate. At the upstream boundary (y boundary), ions and electrons enter the system by E × B drift due to a driving electric field E z0 , whereas at the downstream boundary (x boundary), particles exit and enter the system under the free boundary condition. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the magnetic structure and density profile of magnetic reconnection data at tω ce = 331 in the CAVE visualization. Magnetic field show that a low-frequency electromagnetic instability is excited near the central region [13, 14] . Ions coming from upstream execute a meandering motion around the magnetic neutral sheet. The amplitude of the meandering motion corresponds to the width of the high-temperature region. The bottom of Fig. 2 shows ion flow velocity (arrows) in addition to the same features as the top of Fig. 2 without the color contours of B 2 x + B 2 y . The arrow length corresponds to the magnitude of the flow velocity. From the distribution of arrow lengths, it is found that flow velocity is higher in the reconnection and downstream regions. Ions enter the system from the upstream boundary and exit through the downstream boundary.
Scientific visualization by VR in the CAVE system is a powerful tool for analysis of magnetic reconnection simulation data. The use of the CAVE system at the National Institute for Fusion Science is available for visiting scientists. Dr. Ohno and Dr. Kageyama at the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC) have contributed to the improvement of VFIVE. 
